Abstract: Hydrogels have potential applications in many fields, but the poor mechanical strength has limited their further development. In this article, we designed a simple route to high-strength interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) hydrogel from polyacrylamide (PAAm) and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH). The highest tensile strength and elongation were 2.4 Mpa and 4300 %, respectively. It was found that the hydrogel strength depended on the chemical crosslinking, physical entanglement and PVOH precipitates. Because of the hydrogen bonding interactions and self-crosslinking, the structure of PVOH transferred from crystal to amorphous. PVOH precipitates scattered in the crosslinked PAAm matrix which dispersed the stress and improved the hydrogel toughness. The simple method is versatile in synthesizing high-strength IPN hydrogels using many kinds of polymer species.
Introduction
Crosslinked hydrogel materials are a central component in numerous biomedical applications ranging from drug delivery systems to tissue engineering scaffolds [1, 2] . Despite this extensive use, the poor mechanical properties have limited the further development of hydrogels.
In the past decades, many efforts have been done to improve the mechanical strength and toughness of hydrogels, such as introducing dangly comb-chains [3] , adding polymer particles in gel network [4] , incorporating clay with polymer [5, 6] , and forming interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) structure [7] . The formation of a full IPN network structure is believed to be an effective method for enhancing the mechanical properties of hydrogels. Gong et al [7] demonstrated the critical importance of network structure by preparing interpenetrating double networks with defined crosslinking densities from specific monomer sets. These hydrogels displayed extremely high tensile strength and low coefficients of friction, but the method was moderately complicated. Furthermore, there was often inhomogeneities, which resulted in break from the weakest link, thus reducing the whole mechanical strength.
To satisfy these requirements, we designed a simple route to high-strength hydrogel with IPN structure from polyacrylamide (PAAm) and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH). Because of the chemical crosslinking, physical entanglement and PVOH precipitates, the PAAm/PVOH IPN hydrogel presented a tensile strength of 2.4 Mpa and elongation ratio of 4300 %. The effects of synthesis parameters on mechanical properties of the IPN hydrogels were investigated, and the toughness mechanism was proposed.
Results and discussion
The FTIR spectra of PAAm, PVOH and PAAm/PVOH IPN are shown in Fig.1a . Compared with the IR spectra of PVOH and PAAm, O-H stretching vibration band of PAAm/PVOH IPN transferred to low frequency, the absorption peak at 1400 cm-1 derived into two weak bands at 1451 and 1415 cm-1. The above changes were brought by the production of free radical in -OH and partly copolymerized with AAm monomer. The band at 808 cm-1 relative to isotactic sequence and crystallization of C-C-C stretching on PVOH backbone disappeared in FTIR spectra of PAAm/PVOH IPN, which demonstrated that PVOH has transferred from crystal [8, 9] to amorphous structure. In our experiment conditions, PVOH molecules were dissolved in deionized water under a water bath of 90 °C and initiated by KPS to form a self-crosslinked network, the result was the destruction of the ordered crystal structure. The 1179 cm-1 corresponding to C-O-C stretching vibration in the FTIR spectrum of PVOH revealed the intermolecular and intramolecular self-crosslinking of PVOH chains [10] . This can be attributed to the dissolution of PVOH particles in 90 °C before IR measurement. This band can also be found in PAAm/PVOH IPN spectrum, indicating the 3D structure of PVOH network and the full interpenetration of PVOH and PAAm. From Fig. 1b , we can see that amorphous PVOH precipitates were found in PAAm/PVOH IPN hydrogel. In the process of synthesizing PAAm/PVOH IPN hydrogel, PVOH has been dissolved in a 90 °C water bath to form a saturated solution. Subsequently, it was poured into the pre-PAAm solution of 80 °C, thus, the system will phase separate to form PVOH precipitates. The results revealed that the PVOH existed in two forms, one was self-crosslinked PVOH network and the other was PVOH precipitate. , we can see that the mechanical properties of uncrosslinked IPN are much lower than that of crosslinked hydrogel. This is mainly due to the fact that the PAAm matrix is a linear molecular chain rather than a full 3D network in the absence of crosslinker. Although PAAm can interpenetrate with self-crosslinked PVOH network to form a semi-IPN, the interpenetrated structure is loose and the network space of PAAm matrix is large. Thus, the physical entanglement and hydrogen bond interactions are decreased. In our system, suitable crosslinking density is favorable for the improvement of mechanical strength. The influence of crosslinker dosage on the mechanical properties of PAAm/PVOH IPN hydrogel is shown in Fig. 2b . It can be seen that tensile strength of the IPN hydrogel at break increased gradually with increasing of the crosslinker dosages. The hydrogel stress presents a highest value of 2.4 Mpa when the crosslinker dosage is 0.04 wt%. This phenomenon is mainly embodied in two aspects. It is well known that more >C=C< bonds in NMBA are initiated to produce free radicals and crosslinking points under higher crosslinker dosages, which result in a larger number of growing 3D PAAm chains. This is in turn involved in generating an additional network. Multiplets act as additional (hydrogen bonding) crosslinks in the hydrogel and thus contribute to the elastic modulus by increasing the effective crosslinking density of the network [11] , and the PAAm network space gets diminished and tight [12] . In this case, the PAAm and PVOH double networks can entangle each other to show a high tensile strength. On the other hand, increasing crosslinker dosage decreases the size of the PAAm voids but increase the number of the voids, which make more interfaces in the route where microcracks should pass. 3 showed the ε-t plots of the PAAm/PVOH IPN hydrogels with different PVOH contents. It can be seen that the PVOH/AAm mass ratio has important effects on the strain of hydrogels. When the mass ratio was lower than 0.24, the ε of the hydrogel samples increased rapidly and reached 7-9 times of the original length within the first ten seconds, and keep a constant value after a period of relaxation, whereas it was nearly 2200 % for the sample with a PVOH/AAm mass ratio of 0.32. It was mentionable that the PAAm/PVOH IPN hydrogel presented a highest strain of 4300 % when mass ratio of PVOH to AAm was 0.32. It is known that PVOH is made from poly(vinyl acetate) that has been hydrolyzed to produce a high percentage of the repeat units with pendent hydroxyl groups. Each of these pendent hydroxyl groups represents a site for further functionalization, resulting in a high degree of flexibility in the design of PAAm/PVOH IPN hydrogels at higher PVOH/AAm mass ratios. It is reported that the viscoelastic properties and relaxation of polymeric materials depend on the movement and interactions between molecules and/or chains, such as physical entanglement, electrostatic forces, hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions, and chemical crosslinking [13, 14] . Under the same crosslinkage in the nonionic IPN hydrogels, the physical entanglement is believed to be a main influence factor on the strain relaxation.
Besides, from the SEM morphology in Fig.1c , we can see that a large number of PVOH precipitates scatter in hydrogel homogeneously. The amorphous PVOH precipitates are fixed in the voids of the PAAm matrix by strong hydrogen bonding, which is extremely advantageous for the improvement of IPN hydrogel strength. If the microcracks extend to the PVOH precipitates direction, the trend will be prevented unless an improved applied stress is carried out. Thus the stress concentration can be relaxed and the mechanical strength of hydrogel is improved.
In conclusion, by introducing PVOH, we successfully controlled ideal IPN hydrogel structure and the resultant mechanical properties. PAAm/PVOH IPN hydrogel will not only be useful as improved-mechanical materials but may also contribute to the understanding of ideal networks. Furthermore, we may be able to apply this strategy regardless of polymer species, we believe that this strategy will have a strong impact in the field of gel research.
Conclusions
In summary, we designed a simple route to high-strength hydrogel with an IPN structure from PAAm and PVOH. The tensile strength and elongation were extremely high, the highest records were 2.4 Mpa and 4300 %, respectively. The mechanical properties of the IPN hydrogels can be improved by fabricating ideal IPN networks. After investigating the effects of synthesis parameters on mechanical properties, we concluded that chemical crosslinking, physical entanglement and PVOH precipitates were the dominant parameters for the improvement of mechanical properties. Because of the flexibility of PVOH backbone, the IPN hydrogels presented higher relaxation at higher PVOH dosages. The two-step method is believed to be versatile in synthesizing the IPN hydrogels with high mechanical strength, which provides a new insight for hydrogel materials with improved mechanical strength.
Experimental part

Materials
Acrylamide (AAm) monomer was used without further purification. PVOH (M w = 180,000-200,000 g/mol; degree of hydrolyzation = 99.7 mol%; tacticity of syndio, hetero, and iso were 17.2 %, 54.1 %, and 28.7 %, respectively) was used for the synthesis of IPN structure. Potassium persulfate (KPS) was a radical initiator for the synthesis of three-dimensional (3D) PAAm and PVOH networks. N,N'-Methylene bisacrylamide (NMBA) as a crosslinker for preparation of PAAm, was purified by recrystallization from 66 wt. % ethanol/water solution. All aqueous solutions were prepared in 18 MΩ water obtained by purification of deionized water with a Millipore Milli-Q system. The above materials were all commercially purchased from Shanghai Chemical Reagents Co., China.
Synthesis of PAAm/PVOH IPN hydrogel
The PAAm/PVOH IPN hydrogel was prepared by modifying the method described in references [14] [15] [16] : A mixed solution of acrylamide monomer and crosslinker NMBA was made by agitating 10 g acrylamide and NMBA in 10 ml deionized water. The mixture solution was heated at 80 °C in a water bath with continuous stirring for 5 min, then the initiator KPS (mKPS/mAAm = 0.003, 0.03 g) was added, the prepolymerization reaction was carried out until viscosity of the reactant solution became 140 mPa·s, which indicated the formation of PAAm prepolymer (denoted as pre-PAAm). Then the PVOH solution with a concentration of 15 wt% was poured into the above pre-PAAm solution, the mixture reactants were stirred until the viscosity of the diluted mixed reactant solution reached 180 mPa·s. At this time, the dope was transferred to room temperature immediately. The half-product was molded in a disk and placed at room temperature for more than 1 h. Then, the molded product was washed with deionized water and vacuum dried at 80 °C for more than 12 h to a constant weight to remove the oligomers and impurities. In the case of room temperature, the half-product was cut into sample with a size of 2 cm 2 cm 5 cm, and immerged in enough deionized water for 24 h to reach absorption equilibrium. After filtering the unadsorbed water a PAAm/PVOH IPN hydrogel was obtained.
Measurement of mechanical properties
The mechanical properties of hydrogels were measured by using self-prepared equipment and referring to the reference [17] with a Dejie DXLL-20000. The conditions were as follows: temperature of 25 C; a sample size of 1 cm 1 cm in cross section and 5 cm in length; gauge length of 3 cm; crosshead speed of 100 mm·min-1. Tensile measurements were performed on PAAm/PVOH IPN hydrogel specimens with equilibrium swelling ratio. The sliver shaped samples were elongated by the lower plate, which was connected to a load cell at a strain rate of 5 %·min -1 . The strain under applied stress was defined as the change in length relative to the initial length of the specimen. The tensile strength was calculated on the basis of the initial cross section. Strain relaxation test was performed by increasing a predetermined load on the hydrogel sample in 10 sec, then keeping the predetermined load and allowing the strain of hydrogel sample to relax for some times until the strain unchanged. The strain-time plots of the hydrogel sample were recorded. Each hydrogel was examined five times, and an average value was used.
Characterizations
The infrared spectra of powdered specimens were recorded using a Nicolet Impact 410 FTIR spectrophotometer in KBr pellets. The swollen PAAm/PVOH IPN hydrogel samples in the equilibrium swelling state were quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen and then freeze-dried under vacuum at -42 °C for 3 days until all the water sublimed. The freeze-dried hydrogel was fractured carefully, and its morphology was studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-5200, Japan). The measurement of swelling ratio was according to Ref. [14, 16] 
